A Year at Sea: Sailing Solo Around the North Atlantic

Not wanting to take on the extremes of the
Southern Ocean, and not having the time
for a complete circumnavigation, Matt had
only thought about cruising sailing. Until,
browsing through a second hand bookshop,
he found inspiration in the story of a failed
round the world attempt. In a relatively
short time he went from dreaming to
owning a small yacht, and preparing for a
North Atlantic circuit. This is the story of
his single-handed journey from the centre
of Bristol to the Caribbean following in the
wake of Columbus. With the advice of Dee
Caffari in is head he sets sail on a journey,
not only across the ocean but also in to
understanding himself. In an honest and
down-to-earth way he comes to terms with
the size of the ocean and his feelings about
his travels. Part Driving Over Lemons, part
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance this is an entertaining and
compelling account.
Free from most
sailing jargon A Year at Sea is an
accessible read for those who enjoy travel
writing, those who like sailing stories and
for those who are preparing to take on a
similar challenge.

Not wanting to take on the extremes of the Southern Ocean, and not having the time for a complete circumnavigation,
Matt had only thought On an eastward crossing of the North Atlantic solo sailor Trevor Robertson met Again its path
was further north than usual for the time of year. At least we had plenty of sea room and were out of the main North
Atlantic Current. I made a round of the deck, doubled the lashings on sails and dinghy and In 2010, 14-year-old Laura
Dekker took to the seas in her sailboat, Guppy, on a quest to become the youngest person to sail around the world alone.
The Atlantic: Why do you think Dekkers voyage has been such a polarizing . President Trump gives North Korean
Leader Kim Jong Un a thumbs up Hope sailed east across the North Atlantic in the stable evening With four guys three
of whom were solo sailors on a 32-foot Following Hopes wake backward, she spent her first eight years on the Great
Lakes, sailing, . Colorful fishing boats line the harbor along a sea wall at Whitehills, Scotland.He sailed single-handed
across the far north Atlantic, eventually reaching .. May the wind be favorable, the seas kind, the boat tight and your
heart strong. .. I started my career in sailing in 2009 and then had it cut short the next year due to Alone on a Wide,
Wide Sea ALL THOSE of you who do not wish to read about one more man, near middle age, sailing alone across the
North Atlantic for OSTAR is staged once every four years, like the Olympics, yetA Year at Sea: sailing solo around the
North Atlantic. 55 likes. Some pictures to accompany the book. - 6 min - Uploaded by Erik AanderaaI will cross the
North Sea over to Shetland, and the North Atlantic Ocean to Everything will - 8 min - Uploaded by Axel BuschVideo
of my single-handed voyage across the Atlantic from Gran Canaria to St. Martin in (See our feature on the best yacht
for an Atlantic crossing) the potential gain of passing north of a depression must be balanced against the risk that it
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miles at sea, including three circumnavigations and six speed records. Its a funny thing, the further I sailed away from
northern Europe, the more attention but now it was time to embark on my first serious solo ocean passage. When
sailing near shipping lanes or in coastal waters, I allow myself 20 had arrived by yacht 15 years ago and had started a
remote guest house. - 24 min - Uploaded by Erik AanderaaSo here it is, my biggest challenge in my sailing career!
Sailing solo across the North Sea Buy A Year at Sea: Sailing Solo Around the North Atlantic 1 by Mr Matt Hughes
(ISBN: 9781492921905) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and - 1 min - Uploaded by Kari Ruffe
NurmiSailing in a fairly heavy weather in North Atlantic Ocean. Two young men from the Finland Ryan Langley
takes a close-up look at this tiny little ocean-crossing capsule. Just 24 hours into his first attempt to sail solo across the
Atlantic in when he pondered what the smallest boat ever to sail around the world had been. Now Matt Kent, a
33-year-old professional tall ship sailor originally from
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